Tree Love: Heart of the Forest
Excerpts
Elisa: When I first encountered the Oak, it sent out
a wave of love to me, so profound that I felt my entire
being respond, and I spontaneously burst into tears—
of joy, of relief, of being met. That was the beginning
of an ongoing journey (ten years as of this writing) of
communicating, healing, and joining in service with an
amazing little section of forest...
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Inner Master: Remind them to find their trees in
their auras. Trials are coming for them (the trees) with
negative thoughts about their worth and presence;
cutting them down and polluting their air is affecting
their air supply and water supply and they are
choking again.
You can help by finding support for their growth. Stand
in their space and bring the air/sun down around them
for purification and enlightening. Then see them happy
and bring them your loving. If nearby, you can water
them with crystal essence and minerals/sea emulsions
or compost. Spray with homeopathic preparations
of soil that is clean and pure—compost will do. The
emotions are negative so you can include flower
essences, like birch or white chestnut or beech. This
can be done at a distance too, sending the frequencies
and visualizing the spraying with those vibrations.
Fortunately their heart function/energies are strong still
and they do not give up easily. You can learn from them.
When earth formed it gave a call/vibration to call trees
into existence to serve several purposes. They formed
the communication network, a covering over the
land to hold earth life intact with oxygen/gases that
supported the growth of mammals and others and to
clean out the atmosphere of negative gases, stabilizing
the planet’s crust and its formation of soils, grasses,
bugs, larger animals. When you feed them you remind
their ancestors to call forth life again and restart the
growth processing formations. Then the planet can stay
inhabited by humans and other creatures. Your role is
imperative, essential, and can be filtered for others who
didn’t experience the classes by sending this information
to others, publishing on your website(s).

Inner Master: The trees are masters and can be teachers
for those who wish to listen to them. When you were
first in the woods with the oak, it reached out and took
your hand (so to speak) and you fell in love with it. It
loved itself in your eyes and came into life anew with
grace issuing from its bark and its leaves.
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Inner Master: They are not stupid. You have to get
past this idea that they are stupid. They are connected
with all trees and can supply information and
wisdom that you can use. Don’t forget that they are
companions, placed here with you as partners, to be
helpmeets and lovers.... It is necessary to restore their
bond with the people in order to see the Grand Plan
for earth and stars.
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Inner Master: This is an opportunity to be fruitful with
these companions by your side. Be alert to their needs
and your need to be taken care of will see the light of
day dawning on a new era, a new time, of life afresh in
your body and mind and spirit.
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Inner Master: Those who hear their talk can be forever
filled with awe and trust of the universe. There will be
lifelong connections and they will be forming alliances
with them forever. This will go beyond lives and forms;
momentary traces of consciousness in bodies long
decayed will form the matrix for others to travel to stars
and find heaven’s worlds.
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Elisa: I asked to perceive all of me; the breadth of my
energy field. Usually when I do that, I feel to be about
30 feet in diameter, and all my stress is relieved. This
time, I extended hundreds of feet. Immediately I felt the
loving touch of the Oak; with a sense of congratulations
and “finally, you got it.” Being here for several days
continuously is building a new me. I feel joyful and
expansive. I feel like I’m in a transformational workshop
just being here, and I am changed.
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From the Traveler Tree: Your wondering wandering has
taken a new course into these highest realms and they
are light beyond measure and beauteous in nature, not
without a newness, being in continuous creation and
suddeness is actually a common phenonenemon.
This sound that created creation is not here, but above
this, way above, and it is amazing that you can attune
there. It must want to give its information.
...It is a sound. It is situated above and produces life
abundant through all the universes and beyond that
into unknown realms of seeming darkness and light
intertwined, making sounds extraordinary and music
or someting like what you’d call music. Creation is
constant there and overwhelmingly complicated and
well-thought out, but not chaotic as some seem to think.
An orderly wondrous procession of goodness and new
ideas are formed, coming through into your world to be
acted upon if you so choose. There are always new ideas
coming through.
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From the Maple (Secretary): I am more than one, yes.
I am a tree and also a ??? ...This one is immeasurably
powerful and can do mathematical calculations and
manage vast amounts of information. I just bring the
information in and it does the managing. I am the
face; it is the calculator and helper, the accountant, the
computer, and the companion all “rolled into one.” We
have been together for eons, traveling the spaces in
between and collecting information and processing. It is
used by others like the Oak and its friends to understand
the universe and to grow its little ones and to send out
packets of information in blasts of Light segments. No
one knows the extent of this vast information system;
except that is goes on forever and gets collected in some
vast repository that understands its meaning and can call
forth from the imagination of all combined, new worlds,
new existences, new possibilities. Infinite possiblities
and combination of factors get taken into account. I am
a small part, but have gotten powerful beyond measure
partly due to your influence(s).
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Elisa: I knew in that moment that we were inextricably
connected as one, for the rest of our lives, and it was
totally fulfilling and lovely and soft and luminous and
joyful. I spent a little more time with the Master Oak
and the Maple. Once again I saw the Maple as a fountain
of fireworks. Wow, what a day! I left totally happy and
glowing, flowing smoothly and gracefully and lightly.

From the Oak: In another world we were lovers, you
and I, in dimensions too difficult to describe, but all
things come around and we are brought together for a
reason when it is correct and useful. Now this planet
is dissolving in pollution and all are suffering to some
extent. But there is always renewal available. You
have renewed our context here on this planet by your
thoughts and good wishes and we wish to stay now,
though we have scouts foraging for another wilderness
to “set up shop.” We are always prepared, as your Scouts
say. Funny that you should mention contingency plans
at your breakfast today. But in this spiritual realm there
are no contingency plans, no plans, just the unfolding of
a reality that is long known, but never planned. How can
I say that this is true? Or how to be fortunate enough
to be enlightened/privy to this information. The known
comes forth as it reveals itself out of the Great Plan, but
it is never planned ahead of time; just revealed in its
true glory, fully formed. Then it develops by choice, will,
playful endeavor, curiosity, happiness. It is creativity in
the making. Universal powerful urges move through all,
causing creativity to flourish in response, like leaves to
the sun and wind forces. We move too, we trees, as we
are called by the greater plan, but have many choices.
And happiness rules the moment as to when and where
we plop ourselves down and give of our happiness to the
earth or other spaces.
...You can’t feel it all, but now there are “buttons,”
things installed that allow you to climb the heavenly
stairs more cleanly, easily, lovingly. The changes were
necessary in order to become an engine/vehicle for
Light to travel through in a smooth fashion. You
become fashioned after angels and other beings that can
move easily though realms of Light and check out the
different layers of conscousness, without meditation or
pre-meditation. Just think (even faster than that) and
rise and move anywhere now!
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Elisa: Then I visited the “Sexy” tree. It is so much
more than that, though. Once again I felt the surge of
sexuality, of testosterone. I felt great power from my
lower chakras, down through my legs into the earth.
This tree works all of the lower body energies and gives
the experience of rooting deeply into the earth. What a
wondrous sense of strength and sending my feet/roots
into the earth with great power making my legs feel like
huge muscled giant legs! I felt like grunting in a deep,
bass voice. It had a fierceness, but no anger, like a jolly
giant. What a gift of strength and sexuality. Yum!

From the Triple-Trunk Tree: You have utilized this
ability I have to reach into the Earth and communicate
directly with many places, setting alight the fires (crystal
light signals) that spell out a new dispensation for
humanity and this planet’s extinction possibilities and
what can be done to heal what can be healed. This has
set off a new series of message-signals to stars and other
principalities that there is help needed and that there are
beings who are worth saving and loving and nurturing
into their maturity.
... I am many-functioned but all work together also to
the good. We catalog resources, distribute energies,
like electricity, flowing resources, colors, patterns as we
deem necessary. I cultivate my own resources, my life
form (this one) and others in other places, gathering
impressions, teachings, the state or conditions of various
life forms in their spiritual outreach; the health, in an
energetic sense, of all forms, including volcanoes, rock
outcroppings that serve a particular function, and oil
veins and capillaries. These conditions are all-important
in order to ring the bell of this planet so that others can
read its conditions also and figure accordingly. There are
other species in other places that watch over the health
of the universe and send harmonizing forces or new
songs as needed. And this is what we are here for — to
sing in harmony and connect and travel the high realms
and come back and report and be a busy hive of activity
that causes all to rise together...
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From the Manhood Tree: And now you are also asking
for renewal and it is given to all who come down
into this forest to receive something special. This gift
has been given to you and him [Liam]; of receiving
information in parable and direct, inspirational and
transmutational. This reading will be read by others
and they too shall receive their heart’s delight; a new
consciousness that makes spiritual experience more
direct and available. Now we thin the veils, create
channels, simplify thought, amplify insight. Intuitive
relationship-building skills, based on the ability
to discern good from evil destructive forces, and
instructive understanding. Following this instinctive
knowing without troubling whether it is correct,
because it has proven itself over and over. We give a
boost to this ability and it becomes simpler to live;
knowing the next movement coming; feeling the
changes and tracking them, accommodating their
feedback, incorporating this new information and
encoding it to be saved and communicated. These
ablities make for a new species evolution.

From the Maple (Secretary): Many of your species have
noticed that we (trees) are not doing as well as we used
to. Our leaves are dying from your poisons and our
roots are also feeling the pinch. The water is no longer
fully wholesome from soil or sky and we don’t like noise
that is unnatural and vibrates our roots badly. But we
continue to pour forth love and healing chemicals and
go about our nature/natural lives in pursuit of a “higher
ground,” a place wherein we become greater selves.
Our development, spiritually and consciously, is all
important. As we develop, we develop new abilities and
can bring forth great wonders energetically and also to
the physical manifestation.
Call us forth. Please don’t deny yourselves this ability
to call forth nature’s finest consciousness, its abilities to
heal itself and the world. This garden planet is unique
in its resources for higher consciousness and verdant
growth possiblities. It provides great stamina and
strength to its species and has an integration unlike any
found. It can sustain great damage and heal itself, but it
cannot sustain continued or even sporadic damaging;
conscious and unconscious.
So be well my friends. Come forth in your glory and you
will find us waiting in glory to welcome you and live
in harmony and grace. Yes we know grace; we form it
every day; we exude this natural grace. Solemnity is not
part of that, but laughter, playfulness, ease and lightness
of being. We are creative and naturally curious and we
love the Christ consciousness coming through every
pore of this planet’s existence. It is what the planet is
made of after all. You must broaden your idea of what
it is; your ideas are so narrow and limited. Widen and
enlarge your awareness and you will find Me (Christ) in
every cell of every plant and every stone and every being
that exists, animal, dolphin, whale, etc.
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Inner Master: Let them speak; they will tell of this
planet, its needs and fortunes. Their message can be
forwarded by airwaves as well; their lightforms are like
seeds (image of dandelion spores) and can be taken over
the seas or into the atmosphere. Then leave the rest to
us to see the transcendance through to complete your
actions. They outlive this planet and this dispensation.
Give them away when you die, letting the work stand
alone as a monument to caring and love, beaconing the
rest of the galaxy that life resides here and is good.

